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What services do you provide your customers?
We can assist you on your home improvement projects from
start to finish. Our in-store salespeople are knowledgeable
about a wide range of projects and they can help you find the
best products to get it done right. We offer delivery services
for all of our products, so you don’t need to worry about
having a vehicle available to bring your purchases home.
We also have in-store kitchen designers who can take
your kitchen dreams and turn them into reality. Finally, we
have contacts with most of the professional builders and
remodelers in the area, so if you’re looking for some help on
your project, it is very likely that we can refer a contractor we
trust to help you.

How are you different from the competition?
Our employees are what separates us from the competition.
Most of the people working here have worked in this industry
for a long time. That means that when you come in with
your ideas for a project, the people you’re working with have
worked on similar projects in the past and can use their years
of experience to help you. We’re also a small store, meaning
that each time you come to visit, you’ll see the same friendly
faces. That’s another thing you can’t get from other stores.

What can Solon residents do to support your
business during this time?
Give us an opportunity on your next project. As the
big box stores have become more prevalent in our
area, homeowners often overlook us when it comes
time to build a deck, remodel their kitchen or add an
addition. While a majority of our business does come
from professionals, we still love helping homeowners
who want to improve their homes and we feel like we
can do that better than the big box stores.

What else would you like Solon residents to
know about your business?
While lumber is in our name, we sell much more
than that. We can get just about anything for your
home improvement needs including windows, doors,
millwork, kitchen cabinets, roofing, siding and many
other product lines from the nations’ most wellknown brands.
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Want to spotlight your local business? Contact sbell@solonohio.org

